
CORPORATE CONTRACTING 
 
A CO has the legal capacity and powers of an individual, including entering into legal contracts (124). 

• In this situation, [OKP] will argue that [CO] has entered into a contract: 
 
 
DIRECTLY à  eg ‘The common seal of CO was fixed to this doc by authority of the board of CO in the presence of [X], DR and [Y], COSec’  
 
For the contract to be properly executed by the CO it must be signed by: 
 
No common seal (127(1)( _ )) CO has common seal (127(2)( _ )) 
(a) 2 CO DRs  (a) 2 CO DRs + seal foxed to doc 
(b) 1 CO DR + COSec (b) 1 CO DR + COSec + seal foxed to doc 
(c) Sole DR (of 1 DR CO) (c) Sole DR (of 1 DR CO) + seal foxed to doc 
 
This has/not occurred here. Thus [contract] has not been validly directly entered into by [CO] 
 
 
INDIRECTLY à ‘Signed for an on behalf of C [signature], [X], Position’ 
 
However, [OKP] may argue that the K was indirectly entered into by [CO]. Here, it is inconsequential that [CO’s] common seal was 
not attached to the contract (126(1)). For [AGENT] will be empowered to make/vary/ratify/discharge the contract if they were acting 
with the CO’s actual authority, express or implied (126(1)). 
 
Express actual authority 
Express authority can arise in a number of ways. In this case, [OKP] will argue that: 
 

A. [Board resolution] authorised [AGENT] to contract on the CO’s behalf [in situation such as this]. And [AGENT] acted within 
the scope of the power delegated to him (198D(2)) 

 
• Board manages CO (198A [RR]) and can delegate its powers (198D) 
• Board can confer its powers on MD (198C [RR]) 
• Resolution must be recorded in the minutes (251A) 

 
B. [Clause X] CO’s constitution states that scope of [AGENT’s] authority extends to contract for the CO [in situation such as 

this] 
 

Implied actual authority 
Implied authority may arise: 
 

A. By virtue of the position [AGENT] holds within the CO. In this case [AGENT] is [position] and will thus be presumed to have 
the usual authority that attaches to that position in a CO of [CO’s] nature.  
 
• CEOs have wide ranging powers to transact on behalf of the CO in relation to its day-to-day management (Freeman) 

o But does not have authority to sell CO. 
• NEDs (Sparrow Green) and non-executive chairpersons (Hely-Hutchinson) have no customary authority to transact 

on behalf of the CO (except to execute documents such as, eg, under 127)  
o Sparrow: Constitution required signatures by both DRs of 2 DR CO. 1 DR signed important documents as 

‘sole DR and COSec’ à The fact that he was a DR was in itself insufficient to bestow authority to sign on 
behalf of CO 

• COSecs customarily have authority to enter into contracts that relate to the administration of the CO only (Panorama; 
Northside Developments) 

• CFOs customarily have authority to enter into contracts that regard CO financing 
• HR managers customarily have authority to enter into employment contracts and dismiss staff at the HR manager’s 

rank or lower.  
 

B. By nature of the board’s acquiescence 
 
• Even though [AGENT] is not in a position authorising him to [exercise power], the board was aware of [AGENT’s 

conduct] and allowed him to carry on doing so (Hely-Hutchinson) 
o Heley-Hutchinson: NE chairman signed indemnity and guarantee on behalf of CO, promising to indemnify a 

loan given by a co-DR of CO to Y à CO was bound by the contract à as a matter of practice NEC had 
final say in CO’s financial obligations; he frequently committed CO to major contracts and reported to the 
board after the fact à the board had accepted those transactions as binding à For many months board 
had acquiesced and let NEC act as though he was a CEO; board never sanctioned NEC 

o Freeman: There were never any quorate board meetings (one DR was always overseas) à there was 
insufficient evidence to show acquiescence 

o Crabtree: There was no evidence of a previous course of dealing by which the junior employee was able to 
enter into a contract of similar large size (here printing press) 



 
Apparent (ostensible) authority 
 
[CO] may be bound by the contract if [AGENT] had apparent, or ostensible, authority from [CO] to act on its behalf. This occurs 
where the CO has ‘held out’ (represented) that [AGENT] has authority to contract (Freeman). 
 
Crabtree and Paribas provides definition to what constitutes a ‘holding out’: 
 

1. [AGENT] represented by his words/conduct to [OKP] that he had authority to [fact] 
o Freeman: X acted in the same way that a person with actual authority would act 
o Crabtree: K signed ‘CO, MD per [junior employee]’ à The size of the contract (printing press) would have 

put a reasonable OKP on notice that they should deal with CO’s management à they knew that junior 
employee was not a manager 

 
2. [AGENT] had actual authority to act for [CO] generally or in relation to the K (Freeman) 

• OKP cannot rely on [AGENT’s] own representations as to authority—must be something beyond (Freeman) 
• [AGENT] was armed with [document/facilities/status/title] with which he could impart an appearance of authenticity 

(Paribas) 
o Freeman: Representation came from the board itself à It knew and permitted X to enter into the community 

and act as though he had actual authority, transacting on CO’s behalf 
o Crabtree: MD did not have authority to enter into the contract himself (constitution required all major 

decisions to be made by father) à if there had been any evidence that the board had acquiesced when MD 
exceeded his authority there would have been an enforceable K 

§ Could argue, if MD had signed, that CO had held MD out to have actual authority 
o Paribas: Bank’s junior employee who entered into the insurance K with OKP had been given all of the forms 

necessary to undertake the transaction, a title, status and facilities à she was armed 
o Fremast: By allowing DR to undertake negotiations with the bank on financial matters over a number of 

years, the other DRs had created actual or ostensible authority him to enter into this particular loan K (which 
DR had forged) on CO’s behalf 
 

3. [OKP] was induced by the representation to enter into the K (Freeman) 
 
As this test is satisfied, [CO] will be estopped from asserting that it is not bound by [AGENT’s] acts. 
 

Warranty of authority 
[OKP] should have requested [AGENT] sign a written agreement that included a statement that [AGENT] 
‘warrants that they have authority to bind the CO’.  

• If this had been done, because [AGENT] in fact did not have authority to enter the K, [OKP] may have 
sought to bring an action [AGENT] for breaches of the contract. 

 
Indoor management rule 
 
At CL, IMR means that [OKP] is entitled to assume that [CO’s] internal procedures have been correctly followed (Turquand; 
Northside). Thus, when [AGENT] (acting within the scope off his actual or ostensible authority) purported to act on behalf of [CO] 
[procedural irregularity] will no invalidate the contract unless [OKP] was put on inquiry (Northside) 

• A reasonable person in [OKP’s] position would have had reason to suspect that the transaction may be invalidly entered 
into. As [OKP] did not take reasonable steps to investigate they will be unable to rely on IRM  

o Turquand: Loan K was executed directly by CO, but was in breach of constitution (which required GM resolution 
to approve the amount in the loan) à K was valid à The bank was entitled to assume that the internal 
procedures required for CO to enter into the K had been correctly followed 

o Northside: The size of the mortgage in comparison to the security that the mortgagor was giving (ie apparent 
absence of benefit arising from the transaction) should have put the mortgagee (bank) on notice à If the bank 
had investigated they would have discovered that the transaction was entered into by a renegade DR trying to 
get money 
 

Other exceptions to IMR 
• Where the company alleges forgery in the execution of the document (ie a fake seal or forged signature).  

o While a forgery is a nullity at common law (Northside), the statutory provisions take a different approach 
(128(3)) 

• When an outsider has actual knowledge of an irregularity or where the outsider ‘keeps his or her eyes shut’ in 
order not to discover an irregularity 

• When an outsider does not make inquiries that would normally or customarily be made by an outsider in their 
position 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Statutory assumptions 
 
[OKP] may rely on any (or all) of the statutory assumptions in 129. They operate independently and without technical restrictions 
(Brick and Pipe)  
 
[OKP] is dealing with (128( _ ): 

(1) [CO]  
• It is not necessary that [AGENT] had actual/apparent authority to enter into [specific transaction]. It is sufficient that 

[AGENT] was held out by [CO] to engage in relevant communications to undertake negotiations on [CO’s] behalf 
(Frenmast; Sofyer)  

o Frenmast: DR forged signature to enter into loan with bank à CO had allowed DR to enter into negotiations 
with the bank à this was sufficient to constitute ‘dealings with CO’ 

 
(2) [X] who has acquired (or purports to have acquired) title to property from [CO] 

 
Assumption that constitution is complied with (129(1)) 
 
[OKP] may assume that [CO’s] constitution (and/or RRs) have been complied with (129(1); Oris). 

• Oris: Constitution said that cheques could be endorsed in 2 ways: (1) Any 2 DRs sign; (2) DRs determine a different way 
à The bank could assume that the cheque was properly endorsed, even though only 1 DR had endorsed it à Could 
assume that (2) had been fulfilled 

 
Assumption that [DR/COSec] is a DR/COSec (129(2)) 
 
[OKP] may assume that the DRs/COSec (129(2)): 

• Listed in ASIC records have been duly appointed; and  
o Not required to actually search the ASIC records 

• Have customary authority to exercise the powers and perform the duties 
o Usually ASIC records will not list who is MD, only DRs and COSec 
o The usual authority of a single DR is limited (Northside; Junker) 

§ Junker: The previous dealings of the single DR on behalf of the CO (directing various transfers of CO 
funds into bank accounts) showed that he had either actual implied authority or apparent authority to 
transfer funds à In this circumstance, he had legitimately exercised authority beyond that of a single 
director (as he had done that in the past and continued to do so) à The CO was bound to the 
transaction 

 
Assumption that [agent/officer] is a agent/officer (129(3)) 
 
[OKP] may assume that [AGENT], who was held out by [CO] to be [agent/officer]: 

• Was duty appointed; and  
o Brick and Pipe: K was signed by X, purporting to be COSec (he was not, he was a DR) à he was ‘held out’ to 

be COSec because the governing DR failed to correct the financial controller when he told OKP that X was 
COSec à OKP could assume that X had been duly appointed 

• Has customary authority  
o Freeman: A MD of a property development CO would have the authority to hire surveyors and architects 

 
Assumption that officers properly perform their duties to CO (129(4)) 
 
[OKP] may assume that [officer] properly performed his duty to [CO] (129(4); Pico) 

• Pico: DR (sole DR) argued that he was not authorised to sign the mortgage because he was acting on behalf of another 
party who did not intend to enter into the K (thus it should fail for ITCLR) à OKP was entitled to assume that he was 
properly performing his duties, was acting in GF and in BI of CO for PP. 

• Frenmast: Bank could assume that rouge DR was properly performing his duties to the CO 
 

Assumption that a document has been duly executed (129(5)) 
 
Executed without CO seal (129(5)) 

• Because [document] appears to be signed by in accordance with 127(1), [OKP] may assume that [document] has been 
properly executed under 127(1) (ie directly entered into by CO à not entered into by an agent) (129(5)) 

o Courts take a generous and non-technical approach  
§ Sofyer: The DR and COSec’s signatures were illegible; neither name was printed à it bore the 

appearance of being signed 
§ Brick and Pipe: DR was held out to be COSec à 2 DRs had in fact signed the document à THe 

incorrect designation of the DR on the document (saying he was COSec) did not mean that the 
document failed in its execution 

 
Executed with common seal (129(6)) 

• Because [document] appears to be sealed in accordance with 127(2), [OKP] may assume that [document] has 
been properly executed under 127(2) (ie directly entered into by CO à not entered into by an agent) (129(6)) 

 



Assumption that a certified document is genuine (129(7)) 
 
[OKP] may assume that [officer/agent] properly certified [document] because they are authorised to warrant that it is genuine. And 
thus that [document] is genuine (129(7)) 
 
Fraud or forgery 
 
The assumption applies even though [agent/officer] (128(3)): 

• Forged document (Story) 
o Story: Bank was entitled to rely on the mortgage contract, even though DR had forged his wife DR’s signature 

• Acted fraudulently 
 
Is [OKP] disentitlement from relying on the assumption? 
 
[OKP] is not entitled to make an assumption in 129 if, at the time of the dealings, they knew or suspected that the assumption was 
incorrect (128(4)) 

• This is a subjective test, not an objective test (Oris Funds; Sunburst) 
o There is no concept of constructive notice 
o ODK does not need to act as a reasonable person.  

• ‘Suspect’ = more than mere idle wondering whether something exists or not. It is a positive feeling of apprehension or 
mistrust (Qld Bacon) 

 
Consequence 
 
[OKP] will be entitled to rely on the assumption. [CO] is prevented from asserting that the assumption is in fact not true (they are 
estopped) (128)  
 
Thus, [CO] will likely be bound under K. 


